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                ROBO-ADVICE 5.0: CAN CONSUMERS TRUST ROBOTS?
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Robo-advisors are online platforms that use artificial intelligence or algorithms to process information on clients’ investment preferences, risk tolerance and loss-absorption capacity, to determine an investor profile and make a personalised and often product-specific investment recommendation. This research shows the wide range of benefits that come with Robo-advice, such as considerably lower fees, increased accessibility


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE in Money Talk:  Your money in the hands of a robot – automated investment advice is on the rise
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For some years now, robo advisers have been on the rise among private investors and savers. According to a report from Deutsche Bank, automated advisory services in Europe reached 14 billion euros of assets under management last year. That is still modest when compared to the 150 billion dollars managed by American robo consultants and


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robo-Investing: Cyborgs vs Robots – Competing to Attract European Citizens’ Money
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BETTER FINANCE supports initiatives and policies that will restore equities to their rightful place, whilst simultaneously help reduce the costs charged by intermediaries who stand between the investor and the companies operating in the real economy.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robot investors carry real promises for savers and individual investors
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Alongside  the  traditional  players  of  the  finance  world,  there  are  now  purely online  services.  Robot  Advice  has  emerged  in  the  United  Sates  a  few  years  ago,  and  more recently in Europe. Robot  Advisers  are  mostly  only  internet – based  and  use  computer  programs  and algorithms  that  process  the  input  provided  by  the  consumer  regarding  its 


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robot-advisers or ‘robot-asset managers?’ wonders Funds Europe following BETTER FINANCE research
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BETTER FINANCE was quoted in Funds Europe on its research on robot advisers. Indeed the research says that nearly all robot advice providers in Europe were registered as financial advisers but that many were also registered as asset managers or had a contractual relationship with a registered investment company. “Therefore, terms such as ‘robot investing’


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Online Advice around the corner, with “robot-adviser” poised to manage your savings. Guillaume Prache of BETTER FINANCE provides his take on this relatively new phenomenon
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According to Guillaume Prache, "the younger generations do not turn to their bank clerk for savings advice”. “We are witnessing the emergence of a large multifaceted consulting sector online, . Alongside the sites of the traditional players of the finance world, there are now purely online services. The rapid development of FinTech – the practice


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                CYBORGS VS ROBOTS: OUR 2017 RESEARCH REPORT ON ROBO INVESTING, ADVICE AND GUIDANCE
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13 June 2017 – Today BETTER FINANCE will release its research report on Robo-Investing at the Seminar on Financial Guidance. Financial Guidance, as opposed to Advice, is a fee-based, rather than commission-based, model. This model should ensure a better alignment with client interests. As such Robo-Investing providers may actually be rather well placed to provide


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robot Advice – a BETTER FINANCE Research Paper
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BETTER FINANCE took a closer look at a sample of new Robot Advice providers, both in the US and in selected EU countries (Belgium, France, Germany, UK). The research concentrated on the products on offer as well as prices.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                ROBOT INVESTORS CARRY REAL PROMISES FOR SAVERS AND INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS
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BETTER FINANCE, the European Federation of Investors and Financial Services Users, published the findings of its research on Robot Investment Advice analysing and comparing the main US-based platforms with a selection of the newer European ones.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                How is technology changing financial institutions?
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Covid-19 has accelerated the adoption of digital transformation due to the need to conduct more business remotely through digital channels. Accelerating digital change has been observed throughout wholesale business banking and related activities such as cash management, trade finance, and working capital solutions. Consumers have responded by showing more confidence in the new technology, e.g.,


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Nordic Finance and the Good Society – The Value of Financial Advice Conference
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‘The Value of Financial Advice’ is an upcoming conference organized by Nordic Finance and the Good Society in Frederiksberg, Denmark. A number of esteemed keynote speakers from academia and the financial services sector will share their insights on the role of financial advice for financial decision-making. Register here.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE response to EIOPA consultation on technical advice on IORP II review
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EIOPA consulted on the review of IORP II Directive, which governs occupational pension schemes in the EU. BETTER FINANCE’s response to the consultation focuses on protecting the interests of pension scheme participants. BETTER FINANCE proposes changing the terms “beneficiaries” and “members” to “participants” to accurately reflect the stakeholders involved. BETTER FINANCE also highlights the lack


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robo-advice 2022 Report | Breaking Barriers of Traditional Advice
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BETTER FINANCE continued its research series into Robo-advice with this seventh annual edition (2022), mapping a sample of platforms that provide online Robo-advisory investing services, by analysing their (automated) advice process in terms of transparency, costs, portfolio composition, suitability and sustainability options and preferences for the client. This edition’s analysis focuses on Robo-advisors’ ability to


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Potential ban on inducements reduced to false choice between “advice gap” and “biased advice”
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In response to warnings about an “advice gap” if inducements – or rather sales commissions – were to be banned, BETTER FINANCE stresses that there can be no “advice gap” if there’s no “advice”: biased advice is not really advice. The discussion in Brussels between advocates and opponents of bias-free advice (the stated objective of


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Joint Letter: Upcoming Retail Investment Strategy: debunking the “advice gap”
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On 28 November 2022, BETTER FINANCE together with BEUC and Finance Watch, published a public letter addressed to Vice-President Dombrovskis, and Commissioners McGuinness and Reynders, to encourage them to continue with an ambitious approach with regards to the Retail Investment Strategy and the stated goal of creating bias-free advice.    


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Letter to Commissioner McGuinness: “Towards “Bias-Free Advice” for Retail Investors”
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On 27 July 2022 BETTER FINANCE wrote to Commissioner McGuinness to stress the importance of individual investors’ access to bias-free advice for the success of the Capital Markets Union and investor protection. In its letter BETTER FINANCE proposes a staggered approach as follows: Harmonising EU investor protection rules across all EU retail investment product sectors


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Retail Investor Strategy: some inconvenient truths on biased advice
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The European Union has two initiatives whose main objectives are to “ensure bias-free advice”: the “Capital Markets Union” Action Plan and the EU Strategy for Retail Investors. The dominant distribution model in Europe is commission-based (suppliers pay sales commissions to retail distributors, often surprisingly labelled as “investment advisors”), so it is the conflicts of interest in the distribution of retail investment


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE answer to EIOPA Consultation Paper regarding draft Advice on certain aspects relating to retail investor
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INTRODUCTORY EXPLANATIONS (for non-professional readers) European Union (EU) authorities aim to improve the conditions of saving and investing in capital markets for EU households through several regulatory and supervisory actions. Currently, most of these initiatives stem from the recommendations of the High-Level Forum on the Future of the Capital Markets Union,[1] on which the European


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Robo-advice: Automated? Yes. Intelligent? Not so much.
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Extreme divergences between platforms and investor profiles in terms of asset allocation and expected returns reveal significant deficiencies in the suitability of the algorithms’ investment recommendations. From virtual meetings and parties to shopping and dating online, people have en masse moved countless aspects of their lives into the virtual sphere due to restrictions imposed by


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Are Robo-advisors sufficiently intelligent to provide suitable advice to individual investors?
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BETTER FINANCE continued its research series into Robo advice with this sixth annual edition, mapping start-up platforms that provide Robo-advisory and investing services, and analysing their user-friendliness, transparency, costs, portfolio composition, the suitability of their recommendations, and sustainability (through mystery shopping). This year the research team selected 18 platforms providing investment advice in 11 countries


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                ESMA: Jesse Collin from the Finnish Share Promotion Foundation joins ESMA’s Risk Standing Committee – Investor Trends and Research Working Group
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We are pleased to share that Jesse Collin, from BETTER FINANCE member organization Finnish Share Promotion Foundation, has been selected as a member of ESMA’s Consultative Working Group in the Risk Standing Committee – Investor Trends and Research Working Group. The working group will focus on consumers, ESG and innovation related topics. For a full


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                		                		                		                		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE reinforces its Research and Policy Team
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BETTER FINANCE is very pleased to welcome Sébastien Commain to the BETTER FINANCE Team in Brussels where he has started in his new role as Research and Policy Officer. As part of the BETTER FINANCE Research and Policy team, Sébastien will focus on Financial Services Regulation and Capital Markets Research. Sébastien has extensive experience with


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                European Parliament Research Service
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Robo-advisors are digital platforms that provide investors with financial advice or investment services based on computer-based technologies using artificial intelligence or algorithms and sometimes take into consideration sustainability preferences.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                European Parliament Research Service
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The European Commission published a legislative proposal for a regulation on European green bonds, which is supposed to become the high quality voluntary European Green Bond Standard. Its intention is to use the potential of the single market for achieving the EU’s climate and environmental goals in a more efficient way.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                European Parliament Research Service
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The initiative by the European Commission aims to improve the EU regulatory framework on company law and corporate governance. It seeks to enable companies to focus on long-term sustainable value creation rather than short-term benefits as well as better align the interests of companies, their shareholders, managers, stakeholders and society. Ths initiative would help companies


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Neobrokers’ Inception Paper
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Neobrokers’ Inception Paper | Summary This paper delves into the business models of neobrokers and their implications for retail investors, highlighting the transformative role these digital platforms play in the financial markets. It underscores the benefits and challenges associated with neobrokers, emphasizing the need for continuous scrutiny and regulatory vigilance to safeguard investor interests and


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE answer to ESMA Discussion Paper on MiFID II investor protection topics linked to digitalisation
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The document serves as BETTER FINANCE response to selected questions of ESMA’s discussion paper on the implications of digitalisation for investor protection under MiFID II. The document “Discussion Paper on MiFID II investor protection topics linked to digitalisation” provided by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) focuses on various aspects of digitalisation in the


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                Financial inclusion papers and articles
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The resources are aimed to inform on consumer credits, loans and other financial services legislations.


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE joint position paper on sustainability requirements in Solvency II
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“BETTER FINANCE together with ShareAction, the German Association of the Insured BdV, Urgewald and WWF European Policy Office react to the Solvency II review on related sustainability requirements. Solvency II, the legislative framework for EU insurers, is currently under review. Solvency II, introduced in 2016, laid the foundations for a harmonised, sound, and robust prudential


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE Position Paper on the EU Retail Investment Strategy (executive summary)
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The European Federation of investors and Financial Services Users fully supports the clear stated objectives of the European Union’s very welcome “Retail Investor Strategy”. ENSURE A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD IN SECTORAL LEGISLATION            The European Commission’s stated goal for the EU Strategy for Retail Investors (RIS) is to: ”ensure that (…) rules are coherent across legal


    
 

                    
		    

		                		                    
                    
                    
                        

    
        
            
                BETTER FINANCE response to the Consultation Paper Guidelines on certain aspects of the MiFID II suitability requirements
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ESMA Consultation Paper Guidelines on certain aspects of the MiFID II suitability requirements. BETTER FINANCE highlights that the new concepts introduced by the recent regulatory amendments may be difficult to understand by individual, non-professional investors, creating the risk for them to avoid making a decision or making a wrong decision. In this sense, we suggest
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